Phase 3 decodable words on trucks for DfES Letters and Sounds Programme
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- Jen
- jet-lag
- jacket
- jacket
- van
- vat
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- vet
- Vic
- Ravi
- Kevin
- visit
- velvet
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- Will
- Win
- Wag
- Web
- Wig
- Wax
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- cobweb
- wicked
- wicked
- mix
- fix
- box
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- tax
- six
- taxi
- vixen
- exit
- yap
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- yes
- yet
- yell
- yum-yum
- zip
- Zak
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Zak
buzz
jazz
zigzag
quiz
quit
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- chin
- chug
- check
- check
- such
- chip
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- shop
- shed
- shell
- fish
- shock
- shock
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cash
bash
hush
rush
them
then
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- that
- this
- with
- moth
- thin
- thick
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sing

ping-pong

wait

Gail

hail

pain
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- high
- sigh
- light
- might
- night
- right
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- sight
- fight
- tight
- tonight
- coat
- load
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- goat
- loaf
- road
- soap
- oak
- oak
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- toad
- foal
- boatman
- too
- zoo
- boot
hoof

zoom

cool

food

root

moon
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- rooftop
- look
- look
- foot
- cook
- cook
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- good
- book
- book
- took
- took
- wood
wool
hook
hook
hood
bar
car
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bark

bark

card

cart

hard

jar
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park

market

farmyard

for
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- fork
- cord
- cork
- sort
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burn
urn

burp
curl

hurt
surf
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- turn
- turnip
- curds
- now
- down
- owl
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- cow
- how
- bow
- pow!
- row
- town
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- soil
- toil
- quoit
- poison
- tinfoil
- ear
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dear

fear

hear
gear

near
tear
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- year
- rear
- beard
- air
- fair
- hair
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- lair
- pair
- cairn
- sure
- lure
- assure
insure

pure

cure

secure

manure

mature
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hammer

letter

rocker

rocker

ladder

supper
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- dinner
- boxer
- better
- summer
- banner
- cheep
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- tooth
- chair
- sharp
- torch
- looking
- looking
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- Sheet
- Harsh
- Waiter
- Poach
- Orchard
- Powder
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- thing
- short
- arch
- shoal
- north
- lightning
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- porch
- teeth
- singer
- faith
- shark
- shark

shorter, thicker, thicker, coach, shear, sheep
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- march
- longer
- booth
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